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Liverpool youngsters reach FA Cup 
fifth round against Shrewsbury

LONDON: Liverpool’s youngest ever team proved
coach Jurgen Klopp was right to rest his stars as they
reached the FA Cup fifth round with a 1-0 win against
third-tier Shrewsbury on Tuesday.

Klopp and his entire first team were all absent for
the fourth round replay at Anfield as part of the club’s
winter break. The Liverpool manager was criticised for
disrespecting the FA Cup, but his youngsters proved up
to the task and their mature display was rewarded
when Ro-Shaun Williams headed the decisive own goal
in the closing stages.

Liverpool will face Chelsea in the last 16 at Stamford
Bridge on March 5 as they remain on course for a
potential treble of the Premier League, Champions
League and FA Cup. Klopp had turned over the
responsibility of leading Liverpool to the club’s under-
23 coach Neil Critchley, who also took charge when the
Reds played an under-strength side for their League
Cup quarter-final defeat at Aston Villa earlier this sea-
son. On that occasion, Klopp had a better excuse for
his absence as Liverpool were in Qatar on course to
win the Club World Cup. This time, it was purely his
decision to ignore the FA Cup, but resting Mohamed
Salah, Virgil Van Dijk and company at least gave fans a
glimpse of the next generation.

With an average age of 19 years and 102 days, it was
Liverpool’s youngest ever starting line-up in all compe-
titions. There were seven teenagers, including 16-year-
old Harvey Elliott, while Pedro Chirivella was the oldest
player in the team at 22.

Liverpool-born teenager Curtis Jones became the
club’s youngest captain at 19 years and five days.
Liverpool had blown a two-goal lead in that original
meeting, but several of these youngsters had helped
stun Everton in the third round and once again they
showcased their potential.

Despite dominating possession, Liverpool almost fell
behind in the 58th minute when Shaun Whalley headed

home, only to see VAR disallow the goal for offside
against one of his team-mates in the build-up.

Liverpool made the most of that escape to win it in
the 75th minute. Neco Williams’ long pass looked
harmless but Ro-Shaun Williams tried to head back to
O’Leary and, with the Shrewsbury keeper way off his
line, the ball looped over him into the empty net.

Newcastle survive 
Newcastle reached the fifth round for the first time

since 2006 after a dramatic 3-2 win at third tier Oxford.
Held to a 0-0 draw at St James’ Park in the initial tie,
Steve Bruce ignored the trend of Premier League clubs
making mass changes in the FA Cup as he sent out a
strong Newcastle line-up.

Sean Longstaff opened the scoring with a superb
curling strike from the edge of the area in the 16th
minute. Newcastle striker Joelinton got on the score-
sheet in the 30th minute, converting Longstaff’s pass
for just his third goal since his big-money move from
Hoffenheim last year.

But Liam Kelly got one back with a fine free-kick in
the 84th minute before Nathan Holland equalised deep
into stoppage-time with his first senior goal. Allan
Saint-Maximin saved Newcastle’s blushes with a pow-
erful strike four minutes from the end of extra-time to
clinch a trip to second-tier West Bromwich Albion in
the last 16.

Wayne Rooney booked an emotional clash with his
former club Manchester United as second tier Derby
cruised to a 4-2 win over Northampton at Pride Park.
Rooney scored Derby’s fourth goal from the penalty
spot to wrap up an emphatic victory that brought the
prize of a reunion with 12-time FA Cup winners United.

The former England star, who recently joined Derby
after a spell with DC United, spent 13 years with the
Old Trafford club and won a host of major trophies
before returning to Everton in 2017. — AFP

LIVERPOOL: Liverpool’s Canadian striker Liam Millar (C) vies with Shrewsbury Town’s Grenadian defender
Aaron Pierre (R) during the English FA Cup fourth round reply football match between Liverpool and
Shrewsbury Town at Anfield in Liverpool, north west England. — AFP

Matches on TV 
(Local Timings)

SPAIN COPA DEL REY

Real Madrid CF v Real Sociedad 21:00
beIN SPORTS
Athletic de Bilbao v FC Barcelona 23:00
beIN SPORTS

Reds to face Chelsea in last 16 at Stamford Bridge

BARCELONA: Barcelona will not be destabilised
by a possible confrontation between talisman
Lionel Messi and sporting director Eric Abidal,
coach Quique Setien said yesterday. The usually
introverted Messi caused a stir by criticising his
former team mate Abidal on Tuesday, saying in a
post on Instagram that the club’s hierarchy, not the
players, should take responsibility for sacking
Ernesto Valverde last month.

Abidal had told newspaper Sport that he had
sensed that “many players weren’t satisfied or
working hard” under Valverde. Messi responded
by saying Abidal should name which players he
had in mind so as not to tarnish the image of the
entire squad.

Messi’s intervention dominated the front pages
of Wednesday’s sports newspapers: Sport said his
reaction had caused a ‘tsunami’, Marca declared
the Argentine had delivered ‘a knockout blow’,
while AS headlined their edition ‘FC Chaos’.

Setien said he had spoken to the players about
the disagreement for around a minute and that they
were only concerned about their upcoming match-
es, beginning with Thursday’s Copa del Rey quar-
ter-final tie at Athletic Bilbao.

“I will do everything to ensure this does not
affect the team, all I’m interested in is tomorrow’s
game and the obligation to get through to the next
round. I can’t control anything else and won’t
waste my energy,” he told reporters.

“This situation doesn’t affect me, all I can do is
give the players the tools they need to make the
most of their talent. Every single club has its prob-
lems but there are things I can’t control, so please,
only talk to me about football.”

Messi’s criticism of Abidal came on the same
day Barca learned that winger Ousmane Dembele
had ruptured his hamstring and would miss the rest
of the season, adding to their shortages in attack
while Luis Suarez recovers from knee surgery.

Setien said that he was more concerned about
Dembele’s injury than Messi’s musings on social
media, adding that the club’s all-time goalscorer
was in good spirits and did not need to be remind-
ed about his responsibilities.

“Of course I believe he is as motivated as ever,
he’s smiling, he looks well and he loves coming
here to train. He’s the same as yesterday or the day
before,” Setien added. “Messi has enough experi-
ence and ability to know what he needs to do, I’m
not going to get involved in his life or anyone
else’s. I’m not the father of any of these players, all
I have to do is get them to train. The rest isn’t part
of my job.” — Reuters

Messi criticism of 
Abidal won’t affect 
Barcelona: Setien

LONDON: Premier League chief executive Richard
Masters admits his organisation must try to improve
VAR after a season marred by controversy surrounding
the review technology. A recent survey from opinion
polling firm YouGov showed more than two-thirds of
Premier League fans questioned believe VAR has made
the game less enjoyable since it was introduced into the
English top-flight.

Players, managers and fans have all complained
about the way the system is used, with lengthy review
delays and dubious eventual decisions causing wide-
spread frustration. Masters, who started his permanent

role with the Premier League in December, told BBC
Sport that VAR would stay in the game, but he hopes it
can be improved.

“I don’t think VAR has been damaging but I accept it
needs improvement,” Masters said. “Scrapping it is not
an option — what we have to do is try and make VAR
better.” VAR has been brought in to the Premier
League to decide on goals, penalties, red cards and off-
side decisions.

Masters revealed to the BBC that the Premier
League would discuss changes to VAR with the clubs in
April. “We are going to have a debate about what sort
of VAR they would like next season and what improve-
ments can be made to the system,” he said.

“It’s going to be a work in progress this season and
next as we try to rebalance it so you get the positives
of better decision-making and fewer of the perceived
negatives about delay and sometimes confusion.”

Meanwhile, in his first major media interviews,
Masters said he does not believe homegrown player
quotas will improve the fortunes of the England team.

The balance between homegrown and overseas players
in a 25-man Premier League squad is back in the spot-
light following the United Kingdom’s exit from the
European Union, which will affect the way clubs do
their international transfer business once the transition
period ends at the end of the year.

The Football Association has previously stated in
November 2018 that it favoured cutting the number of
overseas players per squad from 17 to 13 with a view to
boosting the chances of young English talent. FA repre-
sentatives are due to present to Premier League clubs
at the league’s shareholders’ meeting today, and
Masters says the conversation will be taken forward
from there.

“We have to come up with a different system,” he
said. “The FA, the EFL and the Premier League all
agree that (system) shouldn’t impact on the competi-
tiveness of the Premier League, that concept of the best
versus the best. Clubs should still be able to acquire the
best talent and support a cohort of homegrown players
coming through the system. — AFP

Premier League 
boss admits VAR 
needs to improve

WASHINGTON: Alex Ovechkin scored three consecutive
third-period goals in less than five minutes as the
Washington Capitals rallied for a 4-2 victory over the vis-
iting Los Angeles Kings on Tuesday night. The Kings held
a 2-1 lead before Ovechkin pulled off his quick hat trick,
with the last goal being a long empty-netter. Ovechkin
has 14 goals in his past seven games, 40 this season and
698 in his career. Braden Holtby started in goal for the
Capitals after sitting the past two games in favor of rookie
Ilya Samsonov, who won 11 straight decisions before los-
ing Sunday. Holtby made 29 saves. Jeff Carter scored the
Kings’ two goals, and Jonathan Quick stopped 20 of 23
shots. Los Angeles has lost seven of its past eight games.

BLUE JACKETS 1, PANTHERS 0 (OT)
Zach Werenski scored 1:54 into overtime as Columbus

extended its point streak to nine games with a home vic-
tory over Florida. Werenski, who recorded a hat trick in a
4-1 home win over Florida on Dec. 31, took the puck on
the far boards, skated in and beat ex-Blue Jackets goal-
tender Sergei Bobrovsky for the game’s lone goal. Rookie
Elvis Merzlikins made 32 saves for his fourth shutout of
the season for Columbus, 8-0-1 in its last nine games and
18-2-5 since Dec. 9.

PREDATORS 2, JETS 1 (OT)
Mikael Granlund’s one-timer off the post 1:11 into over-

time gave Nashville a victory at Winnipeg. Granlund’s 11th
goal of the season gave the Predators their third win in
four games, with two of those victories coming beyond
regulation. Nashville’s Juuse Saros stopped 33 of 34 shots
while Winnipeg’s Connor Hellebuyck stopped 34 of 36
shots. The Jets’ Mason Appleton and the Predators’ Nick
Bonino scored first-period goals. 

CANADIENS 5, DEVILS 4 (SO)
Ilya Kovalchuk scored the winning goal in a shootout

as Montreal overcame a three-goal deficit and bounced
back from allowing the tying goal in the final seconds of
regulation to edge New Jersey in Newark, N.J. Kyle
Palmieri scored the tying goal on a rebound during a
scramble in front of the net with 19.4 seconds remaining
on a six-on-four. New Jersey had a power play after
Montreal was called for having too many men on the ice,
and the Devils pulled goalie Louis Domingue to set up the
tying tally. Canadiens goaltender Charlie Lindgren filled in
for Carey Price (flu), who did not make the trip, and
stopped 20 saves in the first 65 minutes. He then stopped
Nikita Gusev, Palmieri and Jack Hughes in the shootout.

DUCKS 3, SENATORS 2 (SO)
Ondrej Kase scored in regulation and a shootout to

lift Anaheim to a win at Ottawa. Nick Ritchie also

scored a regulation goal for Anaheim, and John Gibson
made 30 saves. Rikard Rakell scored the clincher in the
shootout. The Ducks came up short of winning two
straight in regulation for the first time since Oct. 16-18,
but they have won five of seven for the first time since
starting the season 6-2-0.

Drake Batherson and Artem Anisimov scored power-
play goals, Mike Reilly had two assists, and Marcus
Hogberg made 26 saves for the Senators.

AVALANCHE 6, SABRES 1
Andre Burakovsky tied his career high in goals for a

season and added three assists as Colorado scored four
goals in the second period to win easily in Buffalo. Valeri
Nichushkin added a goal and two assists, and Samuel
Girard, Nazem Kadri, Nikita Zadorov and Mikko
Rantanen also scored for the Avalanche, who won for the
fourth time in their past five games. Kadri and Zadorov
also had assists, and goaltender Philipp Grubauer made
23 saves. Sam Reinhart scored the lone goal for the
Sabres, who dropped to 1-4-0 in their past five games.
Buffalo goalie Carter Hutton allowed five goals on 13 shots
before being replaced at 10:58 of the second period by
rookie Jonas Johansson, who was making his NHL debut.
Johansson allowed a goal on his first shot faced, then
stopped the final 13.

ISLANDERS 4, STARS 3 (OT)
Anthony Beauvillier scored his second goal of the

game with 2:08 left in overtime as host New York rallied
to beat Dallas. Beauvillier also opened the scoring in the
first period. Derick Brassard and Mathew Barzal added
goals for the Islanders, who have earned points in four
straight games (2-0-2). Semyon Varlamov recorded 28
saves. Denis Gurianov, Jason Dickinson and John
Klingberg scored for the Stars, who had a two-game win-
ning streak snapped. Ben Bishop made 37 saves.

WILD 3, BLACKHAWKS 2 (OT)
Matt Dumba produced the game-winning goal 2:21

into overtime as Minnesota defeated Chicago in Saint
Paul, Minn. The defenseman took a pass from Mats
Zuccarello, skated in close and popped a puck up and in
past goalie Corey Crawford. Chicago’s Jonathan Toews hit
the crossbar on a two-on-one with Patrick Kane earlier in
the extra session. Dumba, who also contributed an assist,
scored for the first time in 34 games — his first goal at
home this season and just his fourth overall. The Wild’s
Kevin Fiala potted two goals to bring his total against
Chicago to four in the teams’ two meetings, and
Minnesota goalie Alex Stalock stopped 27 shots.

SHARKS 3, FLAMES 1
Joe Thornton collected the 1,500th point of his career

with his second assist of the night, and Aaron Dell made
30 saves in a sparkling performance as San Jose snapped
a two-game losing streak with a win at Calgary. Brent
Burns, Evander Kane and Kevin Labanc all scored for the
Sharks, who had lost five of six games but drew up a

comeback win. Johnny Gaudreau notched a power-play
goal for the Flames, and David Rittich stopped 23 shots.
Calgary captain Mark Giordano left late in the second
period due to a lower-body injury sustained when he fell
awkwardly while attempting to take a shot.

BRUINS 4, CANUCKS 0
Charlie Coyle scored a controversial first-period

goal, and Tuukka Rask stopped all 25 shots he faced as
host Boston won its fourth straight game, blanking
Vancouver. Brad Marchand, David Krejci and Karson
Kuhlman also scored, and Charlie McAvoy had two
assists. Rask’s shutout was his third of the season and
the 48th of his career. Jacob Markstrom made 38 saves
for the Canucks, who lost their second straight since a
five-game winning streak.

LIGHTNING 4, GOLDEN KNIGHTS 2
Andrei Vasilevskiy stopped 27 shots to pick up his

league-leading 27th victory, and Steven Stamkos scored
the go-ahead goal midway through the third period to
lead host Tampa Bay past Vegas for its fourth straight vic-
tory. Brayden Point had a goal and an assist, and Tyler
Johnson and Alex Killorn also scored goals for Tampa Bay,
which improved to 16-2-1 in its last 19 games. Nikita
Kucherov and Ondrej Palat each added two assists.
Vasilevskiy improved to 14-0-2 in his last 16 starts, tying
the team record for longest point streak of 16 games set
by Nikolai Khabibulin (12-0, four ties) set in 2003. Paul
Stastny and William Carrier scored goals, and Brayden
McNabb had two assists for Vegas, which had a two-
game winning streak snapped. Marc-Andre Fleury fin-
ished with 14 saves.

BLUES 6, HURRICANES 3
Brayden Schenn and Zach Sanford each scored two

goals as host St. Louis defeated Carolina. Sammy Blais
and Colton Parayko also scored for the Blues, who
extended their home-ice point streak to 11 games (10-0-
1). Ryan O’Reilly had three assists, and Jordan Binnington
made 25 saves. Sebastian Aho, Brock McGinn and Martin
Necas scored for the Hurricanes, who lost their fifth con-
secutive road game. Petr Mrazek allowed all six goals on
26 shots.

COYOTES 3, OILERS 0
Conor Garland, Lawson Crouse and Christian Dvorak

scored goals and goaltender Antti Raanta stopped 30
shots as Arizona shut out Edmonton in Glendale, Ariz. It
was Raanta’s second shutout of the season, 13th of his
career and second ever against Edmonton. The Coyotes
ended a five-game losing streak while at the same time
extending their streak of home games with at least one
point to eight. Edmonton lost in regulation for just the
second time in 10 games. The Oilers totaled 22 goals from
their previous four games, including eight in a win over
Calgary on Saturday, but on Tuesday were shut out for
the first time since Oct. 22. Goalie Mikko Koskinen
stopped 24 shots. — Reuters

Ovechkin’s hat trick 
too much for Kings


